Mitts Ladder
Available in 3 sizes :
S :7. M :8 . L :9.
Material :
2 balls of Super Tweed Fonty (approximately between 20 and
25g of each color depending on the size of mittens chosen): 1 of
each desired color.
You can individually choose your balls here:
https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Super-Tweed-c-5_24_103.html
or choose the Complete Kit: collar, beanie and mittens available on this page of the shop:
https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Kit-Tricot-Echelle-Col-bonnet-et-mitaines-p-1286-c5_24.html?
Circular needes 4mm,1 stitch marker , cable needle, yarn needle.
2 meters of contrasting yarn for the thumb gusset.
Points and abbreviations :
A : color of the yarn that will create the pattern on the top of the cowl.
B : color of the yarn which gives the background color of the cowl.
kA : knit in color A.
kB : knit in color B.
pB : purl in color B.
slA : slip the stitch in color A
K2togA : knit 2 stitches together in color A.
*...* : repeat pattern between * and * as many times as needed to go to end of round.
T1: cable 1 knitted in color A over 4 stitches: put 3 stitches (color B) on the cable needle
placed behind the work, knit the next stitch in color A, take the 3 stitches on hold and knit
them with color A.
T2 : cable 2 knitted in color A on 4 stitches: put 1 stitch (color A) on the cable needle placed
in front of the work, knit the next 3 stitches in color A, take the stitch back on hold and knit
it in color A.
Two-tone 1/1 rib knitted in the round:
Round to repeat for the collar: *kA1, pB1*
Two-tone fancy stitch knitted in the round :
Rounds 1 and 2 : *kA*.

Rounds 3, 4, 5 and 6 : *kB3, slA1*
Round 7 : *T1*
Round 8 : *kA*.
Rounds 9 and 10 : * slA1, kB1*
Rounds 11 and 12 : *kA*.
Rounds 13, 14 , 15 and 16 : *slA1, kB3*
Round 17 : *T2*
Round 18 : *kA*.
Rounds 19 and 20 : * slA1, kB1*
Gauge Two-tone fancy stitch knitted in the round: 24 stitches/36
rounds.
Work :
The right and left mittens are worked in exactly the same way.
Cast on 40 stitches (size S), 44 stitches (size M), 48 stitches (size L) in
color A. Put on the stitch marker to indicate the start of the round,
form the circle and knit 4 rounds (sizes S and M) , 6 turns (size L) in
1/1 rib.
Make 2 complete repetitions of two-tone fancy stitch knitted in the
round.
Attention, at the beginning of the 3rd pattern make the thumb
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gusset as follows:
Round 1: knit 1 in color A, then take the contrasting yarn, knit 6 stitches (size S), 7 stitches
(size M), or 8 stitches (size L) with this contrasting yarn. Cut your yarn in color A, leaving
enough length to bring in this yarn later. Finish the round by knitting all stitches in color A.
Continue this 3rd two-tone pattern stitch worked in the round as usual, then continue with a
4th complete pattern.
Finish the mitt by knitting 4 rounds (sizes S and M), 6 rounds (size L) in 1/1 rib. Bind off all
stitches by knitting them.
Thumb gusset: pick up 14 stitches all around the contrasting thread (size S), 16 stitches (size
M),or 18 stitches (size L) and knit them in color B for 9 rounds (size S), 10 rounds (size M), 11
rounds (size L). Bind off all the stitches by knitting them. .
Bring in the threads and cut them short Around the thumb gusset, check that small holes have
not been created (which is potentially normal!) And fill them if necessary. Wash, shape.

